Canadian Blood Services (CBS) manages the blood system for all Canadians except those residing in the province of Québec. Funded primarily by the provincial and territorial ministries of health, CBS is responsible for collecting, testing, and manufacturing blood, blood components, and stem cells, and for distributing these products to hospitals in nine provinces and three territories across Canada. CBS also receives funds through the Canadian federal health agency to conduct research, development, and educational efforts related to the safe and effective provision of blood and blood products. Accordingly, since 2003, CBS has hosted an annual international symposium to address topical areas in transfusion medicine [@bb0005], [@bb0010], [@bb0015], [@bb0020], [@bb0025], [@bb0030], [@bb0035], [@bb0040]. The 13th iteration in this series was held on September 26, 2015, in Toronto, Ontario, and was entitled "Blood-borne Pathogens: Defend, Detect, And Destroy".

Protecting the blood supply from established and emerging pathogens has been a top priority for CBS since its inception in 1998, following viral contamination of blood and blood products used in Canada and many other nations with hepatitis C and HIV in the 1980s and 1990s. While great strides in blood and blood product safety have been taken since that time, further reducing the risk of transmitting pathogens by transfusion remains an important concern in the field of transfusion medicine. During 2014 and 2015, a devastating Ebola virus outbreak spread through West Africa and for the first time, chikungunya virus (CHIKV) appeared in the Americas. This period also saw the first North American regulatory approval of a pathogen inactivation technology for use on plasma and single donor apheresis platelets, with the approval of the Intercept system by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Against this backdrop, the attendees of the 2015 annual symposium were provided insights into the state of the field by the day\'s line-up of expert speakers.

Blood-Borne Pathogens: Defend {#s0010}
=============================

Prevalence and Risk of Blood-Borne Pathogens in the Canadian Blood Supply {#s0015}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Key Messages]{.ul} •Through improvements in screening, testing, and real time surveillance, the residual risk of transmissible diseases in the Canadian blood supply remains very low.•We continue to deal with infectious diseases which emerge or re-emerge, such as chikungunya, *Babesiosis*, and hepatitis E, as well as infectious diseases such as influenza, that threaten the security of the blood supply despite not being transfusion-transmissible.•New paradigms for transmissible disease prevention must become more cost effective in their scope, using targeted surveillance, donor screening, and risk-based decision making.

Dr Margaret Fearon, CBS Medical Director, Medical Microbiology, and Assistant Professor, University of Toronto, discussed the current prevalence of classical transfusion-transmissible infections (TTIs) in CBS blood donors, new and emerging infectious diseases, how CBS prepares for and manages new risks, and also addressed new paradigms for risk management.

Dr Fearon began by emphasizing that several layers of protection in the Canadian blood supply have likely reduced the risk of the classical TTIs, (hepatitis B virus \[HBV\], hepatitis C virus \[HCV\], human immunodeficiency viruses \[HIV\] 1 and 2, human T-lymphotropic viruses \[HTLV\] I and II, and syphilis). The success can be largely attributed to intensive donor testing for TTIs, supplemented by donor education and deferral of donors with risk factors. The two latter approaches have reduced the number of donors with window-period infections and contributed to a decrease in confirmed transmissible disease-positive allogeneic donors over the last decade in Canada, most notably for HBV and HCV [@bb0045]. Thus, the residual risk of TTIs is low by any standard.

The estimated residual risk in Canada calculated in 2012, using incidence rates from observed donor seroconversions 2006 to 2009, is 1 per 8 million donations for HIV, 1 per 6.7 million donations for HCV, and is 1 per 1.7 million donations for HBV [@bb0045]. Dr Fearon noted that updated residual risks are currently being calculated, but that compared to the 2012 report, the risks are not expected to change dramatically.

Dr Fearon next turned her attention to newer and emerging infectious diseases that threaten the blood supply. Some of these diseases have led to the introduction of new TTI testing paradigms at CBS (ie, seasonal and selective testing for West Nile Virus \[WNV\] and Chagas Disease). Other emerging infections are being monitored (eg, babesiosis, hepatitis E, CHIKV) while others such as influenza feature in contingency planning, in spite of not being transfusion-transmitted, due to their potential to disrupt blood donation and the health care system. She emphasized her opinion that transmissible disease testing must be context-specific, and account for local disease prevalence, environmental factors, and resource allocation.

WNV is a mosquito-borne zoonotic arbovirus that emerged in North America in 1999 and was found to be transfusion-transmissible in 2002 [@bb0050]. In humans, febrile illness occurs in 20% to 30% of WNV cases and 1% of patients have serious neurologic symptoms. Since most cases are asymptomatic, TTI testing is the primary means of preventing transmission [@bb0055]. Universal donor testing was adopted in 2003 using nucleic acid testing (NAT). However, given the seasonal nature of WNV outbreaks, a more nuanced testing methodology was introduced by CBS in June 2015 that recognizes the lack of local transmission during the winter months. Now, all donors are tested from June 1 to November 30 and only donors who travel outside of Canada are tested during the rest of the calendar year.

Selective testing is also conducted for Chagas disease. Chagas is caused by the protozoan parasite *Trypanosoma cruzi* and is endemic to Central and South America and Mexico, where it is estimated that 6 -- 7 million people have been infected [@bb0060]. With increasing northward immigration of people from these regions, it is estimated that \> 300,000 people are infected in the United States, and most American blood services have implemented universal donor testing [@bb0065], [@bb0070]. The rates of immigration from endemic countries are lower in Canada and thus CBS tests donors who are identified to be at risk based on the donor questionnaire. Those considered at high risk include those who were born or lived in an endemic country, or had a mother or maternal grandmother that was born or lived in an endemic country. The safety of this approach was demonstrated in a recent study that identified no evidence of infection amongst donors without risk factors identified on the questionnaire (with the exception of one very unusual transfusion transmission -- vertical transmission case) [@bb0075]. Interestingly, the selective testing approaches used for WNV and Chagas disease at CBS represent a change from the universal testing approach of the last three decades, which can be summed up as "test everyone for everything". The newer approach to certain TTIs takes into account geographic location, seasonal effects, and other risk factors in setting the optimal testing strategy.

Dr Fearon called attention to other infectious outbreaks that can impact the security of the blood supply despite not being transfusion-transmissible, and cited severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and pandemic influenza as examples. Outbreaks of these diseases can lead to shortages of staff and donors due to illness and shortages of critical supplies. Contingency planning is necessary to guard against these risks. Staff and donor education, infection control procedures in the clinic, and reassessment of donor deferral criteria are key steps that must be taken to protect the blood supply in this context.

Other transfusion-transmissible diseases are currently being monitored as potential emerging threats to the safety of the blood supply, including babesiosis, hepatitis E, CHIKV, and dengue virus. Babesiosis is caused by the protozoan parasites *B microti*, *B duncani,* and others in this genus, and spread by infected ticks. Most infections are asymptomatic or unrecognized, but the spectrum of clinical severity also includes flu-like symptoms, ranging to more severe illness and death in the immunocompromised [@bb0080]. *Babesia* microti is the most frequently transfusion-transmitted microbial pathogen in the United States, especially in the Northeast and Upper Midwest states [@bb0085]. There were 160 transfusion-transmitted cases reported from 1979 to 2009 in the United States with one case reported in Canada [@bb0090]. Hepatitis E is clinically similar to hepatitis A and it causes water-borne outbreaks in developing countries. In Canada, where it was previously thought to be primarily a disease of travelers, the actual prevalence of endemic hepatitis E is unknown. No cases of transmission by transfusion have been reported in North America, but transfusion transmission has been reported in endemic countries and recently in the United Kingdom [@bb0095]. CHIKV and dengue are two viruses common in the tropics that are spread by mosquitos. Both lead to similar acute illnesses with fever, rash, and muscle/joint pain. Transfusion-transmitted cases of dengue have been reported. CHIKV arrived in the Caribbean in 2013 and was thus identified as a threat to North America [@bb0100]. However, no transfusion transmitted cases of CHIKV have been reported to date. Current malaria travel deferral provides some protection with respect to many but not all of the affected areas, particularly in the Caribbean.

How can blood operators best prepare for emerging threats? Surveillance is conducted by multiple health agencies, including the World Health Organization (WHO), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the International Society for Infectious Diseases, which operates the ProMED (Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases). Available to any subscriber, ProMED is an internet-based reporting system dedicated to rapid global dissemination of information on transmissible diseases. The Public Health Agency of Canada is the federal agency responsible for transmissible disease surveillance in Canada. Public Health Agency of Canada encompasses the National Microbiology Laboratory and in collaboration with the provincial public health laboratories, provides diagnostic testing and surveillance data that is useful in guiding CBS decision-making. Testing data provided by the National Microbiology Laboratory on travel- acquired chikungunya was used by CBS to calculate an estimated risk of a case of transfusion transmitted CHIKV in Canada of less than 1 in 11 million.

Collaboration with veterinarians, etymologists, and ornithologists may provide additional information to inform preparative and reactive strategies for emerging agents. For example, active tick surveillance reports provide risk data for Lyme Disease, but are also relevant to other tick-borne, transfusion-transmissible diseases such as babesiosis [@bb0105]. A recent *Babesia* seroprevalence study for *B microti* in Canadian blood donors demonstrated that donor testing is not warranted in Canada at this time [@bb0110]. Dr Fearon presented as-yet-unpublished data on a collaborative CBS and Héma-Quebec (the transfusion service for Quebec province) hepatitis E seroprevalence study that indicated that age is the only significant factor for increasing seroprevalence of hepatitis E. The absence of polymerase chain reaction (PCR)--positive results suggests that the risk of transfusion-transmission of hepatitis E in Canada is extremely low; however, further prevalence data needs to be collected.

A CBS donor travel survey from 2014 also provided data that is used to inform risk assessment. While the United States remains the most popular travel destination for CBS blood donors, nearly 10% of respondents reported travel to the Caribbean. Such donor travel survey data allows CBS to estimate potential donor loss when assessing the risk/benefit of deferring donors who have travelled to countries with outbreaks.

The challenge facing all blood operators is to synthesize all of the available information on existing and emerging threats in order to rapidly make decisions that balance risks, costs, and safety. To meet this challenge, Dr Fearon suggested utilization of the Alliance of Blood Operators\' Risk-Based Decision Making Framework for Blood Safety ([Fig 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} : Risk-Based Decision Making Framework) [@bb0115], [@bb0120], [@bb0125]. This framework has a health sector focus, can aid evidence-based decisions using risk assessment tools, and accounts for multiple sectors included in the decision making process [@bb0115], [@bb0130]. The use of this approach also represents a paradigm shift for blood operators, away from "zero-risk" to one that uses a decision-making process that integrates evidence, ethics, social values, economics, public expectations, and historical context with broader health care priorities [@bb0130].Fig 1The Risk-Based Decision-Making framework. The Risk-Based Decision-Making framework was designed by the Alliance of Blood Operator to help blood operators identify, assess, act on, and communicate risk in decisions related to blood safety. It is a flexible tool, and its objectives are to optimize the safety of the blood supply while recognizing that elimination of all risk is not possible; allocate resources in proportion to the magnitude and seriousness of the risk and the effectiveness of the interventions to reduce risk; and assess and incorporate the social, economic, and ethical factors that may affect decisions about risk [@bb0115], [@bb0120], [@bb0125].

Current Perspectives on Transfusion-Transmitted Infectious Diseases: Emerging Pathogens Worldwide {#s0020}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Key Messages•The emergence of infectious diseases is unpredictable.•Emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) is a global issue that demands international surveillance efforts. Horizon scanning is important.•The EID tool-kit provides a useful framework for managing infectious threats to the blood supply.

Dr Roger Dodd, Secretary General of the International Society of Blood Transfusion, presented his perspectives on past and current pathogens affecting the safety of the blood supply. The objectives of his presentation were 4-fold: (1) to define what EIDs are and why they occur; (2) to discuss why some EIDs impact blood safety; (3) to review how the impact on the blood supply is managed; and 4) to examine some current examples of emerging infections and how they are being managed.

Dr Dodd began with the Institute of Medicine\'s definition of an emerging infectious disease as one "whose incidence in humans has increased within the past two decades or threatens to increase in the near future". The Institute of Medicine further elaborates that "emergence may be due to the spread of a new agent, to the recognition of an infection that has been present in the population but has gone undetected, or to the realization that an established disease has an infectious origin. Emergence may also be used to describe the reappearance (or reemergence) of a known infection after a decline in incidence" [@bb0135].

EIDs often originate from animal-human interactions. A prime example is variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (vCJD) which probably results from human consumption of meat from animals infected with Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (also called Mad Cow Disease) [@bb0140]. It is estimated that approximately 60% to 70% of current EIDs are zoonoses, and they can be caused by any class of pathogenic agent (viruses, bacteria, parasites, and prions) and spread through several modes of transmission (fecal-oral, sexual contact, etc). Infections emerge for a variety of reasons. Pathogens may undergo a "species jump" as was the case in HIV [@bb0145] and SARS [@bb0150]. Environmental change, such as global warming, may increase the incidence and range of EIDs such as dengue, malaria, and babesiosis. Drug resistance and mutations may lead to challenges in controlling malaria and HBV and subsequent spread. Human migration and travel contributes to the dissemination of *T cruzi* (the Chagas disease pathogen) and CHIKV. The migration patterns of birds, reservoirs for WNV, are also associated with the spread of this disease.

Certain parts of the world are considered to be "hot spots" for the emergence of infectious disease for a variety of reasons. For example, China is considered a prime site for the emergence of new strains of viruses (influenza and SARS) due to the close proximity of human-human interactions and human-animal interactions, which can lead to the evolution of animal viral strains into novel strains that can infect humans. In a general sense, this evolution can be potentiated by the consumption of wild meat (meat from non-domesticated mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and birds). Through careful phylogenetic analysis of simian and human viruses, Africa has been recognized as the "hot spot" for HIV emergence, probably due to consumption of primate bush-meat by humans, [@bb0145]. Urbanization, poor sanitation, and crowding in the developing world have also been linked to hepatitis E emergence [@bb0155]. Although our understanding of the factors contributing to specific EID transmission has improved, these transmissions are likely multifactorial in nature.

Dr Dodd emphasized that EIDs are both a local and a global issue. Some infections may emerge explosively in new areas if appropriate conditions (eg, the vector or environment) are met, as is the case with WNV, dengue, and CHIKV. Other EIDs, such as Chagas disease, may expand slowly as a result of population movements, but can become constrained in their new environment. Tick-borne infections, such as those caused by *Babesia* in the United States, may be constrained regionally. Infections that are characterized by direct human to human transmission may spread worldwide but at differing rates, depending on the mode of transmission such as the rapid respiratory spread of influenza and SARS and slower sexual transmission of HIV.

Despite our understanding of infectious disease transmission, the emergence of these diseases remains largely unpredictable. Understanding that EIDs may be spread by human travel and through animal contact allows us to understand the probability of acquiring an infection if specific conditions are met, but it does not allow us to predict which infectious disease will emerge and when. Such unpredictability requires regular surveillance and hemovigilance efforts to be in place around the world. Disease surveillance has many challenges, but warning signals may help focus efforts to better monitor disease spread. These warning signals may include disease outbreaks in particularly susceptible populations (such as the immunocompromised), and/or the blood-borne nature of a disease.

Why do some emerging infections impact blood safety? Dr Dodd noted that when an epidemic occurs, only a minute proportion is attributable to transfusion. For example, only 2% of HIV cases were transfusion-transmitted during the HIV epidemic [@bb0160]. Similarly, only 23 of 400,000 WNV cases (0.006%) were established as TTIs [@bb0165]. In other words, outbreaks are not likely to start from a transfusion, and transfused patients are not necessarily more likely to acquire an infection than the general population. For an infectious disease to be considered a transfusion-transmissible disease, certain pathogen-related and recipient-related characteristics have to be present. First, the pathogen must have an asymptomatic blood-borne phase (such as hepatitis B), which may either be acute or chronic. Second, the pathogen must be able to survive the donated blood processing and storage procedures, including temperature changes, leukoreduction, and centrifugation. Third, the disease must be transmissible by the intravenous route. Fourth, the recipient has to be susceptible to infection. Fifth, the disease must be a recognizable entity in the recipient once symptoms appear.

Next, Dr Dodd turned his attention to how the impact of EIDs on the blood supply is managed. In 2009, the AABB published a list of 68 EIDs of interest. Each EID was categorized based on the threat it poses to transfusion safety, the level of regulatory concern, the lack of effective intervention, and the amount of public concern. The top priority was assigned to 3 pathogens towards which intellectual and future resources should be focused: dengue viruses; *Babesia* species; and prions causing human vCJD [@bb0170]. The list also included CHIKV, *Plasmodium* species, *T cruzi*, human parvovirus B19, HIV, and hepatitis E. An EID tool-kit ([Fig 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ) was subsequently developed as a framework to guide health professionals and public health officials in triaging and managing infectious threats to the blood supply [@bb0175]. The EID tool-kit presents: a variety of methods for EID surveillance; key questions to be asked when a threat is suspected; and potential courses of action based on the situation.Fig 2Emerging Infectious Disease ToolKit. The Emerging Infectious Disease ToolKit is a framework developed by the AABB Transfusion-Transmitted Diseases, Emerging Infectious Diseases subgroup to guide health professionals and public health officials in triaging and managing infectious threats to the blood supply. The EID tool-kit presents: a variety of methods for EID surveillance; key questions to be asked when a threat is suspected; and potential courses of action based on the situation [@bb0175].

Included among the 68 pathogens identified in the 2009 AABB report, several agents are being actively monitored both on a regional and global level. Due to increasing reports of transfusion-transmitted cases, their poor prognosis in immunocompromised transfusion recipients, and the lack of effective prevention strategies, *Babesia* species have been classified as a top priority for future blood supply safety efforts in the United States. Prions such as vCJD are being monitored closely and donor screening has been successful in preventing their spread into the donor pool [@bb0140]. Prions are currently being investigated for their potential relationship with other protein-folding diseases such as Alzheimer\'s disease [@bb0180]. Although respiratory infections (eg, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus) are not transfusion-transmissible, they do disrupt donor availability and organizational aspects of the blood collection and donation system.

Dr Dodd expanded upon WNV, adding American insights into those earlier provided in the Canadian context by Dr Fearon. West Nile fever is caused by a flavivirus transmitted by culicine mosquitoes. The virus spread from southern Europe, Africa, and the Middle East to India, and arrived in the United States in 1999. By 2004 WNV was endemic in most of the continental US and Canada [@bb0165]. The experience of WNV in the US demonstrated that imported infections can be overwhelming and unpredictable. While WNV was considered a stable disease elsewhere in the world, in North America it was experienced as an explosive outbreak in 2002 and 2003 infecting over 400,000 individuals. Public concern was high as WNV, previously unknown in North America, spread rapidly across the continent via infected birds, and then to humans via mosquitoes. Although human to human transmission is not possible, there is potential for transfusion-associated transmission if the donation occurs during periods of pre-symptomatic viremia. NAT of pooled donor samples offered a rapid route to testing. Like other North American blood operators, CBS tests donors in pools. If a pool tests positive, individual donor testing is initiated. After NAT was initiated in the US in 2003, cases of transfusion-transmitted WNV have only rarely been encountered [@bb0165].

Horizon scanning efforts are actively monitoring other potential EIDs. Dr Dodd described several emerging agents for which there is some evidence that that have or an assumption that they may be transfusion-transmitted including Severe Fever with Thrombocytopenia Syndrome Virus (no reported transfusion transmission \[TT\]), Q Fever (one report of TT, but no definitive evidence), Hepatitis E Virus (good evidence of occasional TT), vCJD, and other prions (evidence for TT) [@bb0175]. Dr Dodd focused on two viruses that are current causes for concern. Dengue virus is an important arbovirus. Like WNV, it is a flavivirus and is spread by mosquitos (*Aedes* genus). Humans are the amplifying host, and while a vaccine is under investigation there is currently no vaccine or specific treatment. Vector control is the only effective intervention. There are an estimated 390 million infections per annum worldwide [@bb0185]. In 50% to 80% of cases infection is asymptomatic. Dengue viruses have been found to be transfusion-transmitted in 7 separate geographic clusters in Hong Kong, Singapore, Puerto Rico, and Brazil. Currently, there is no FDA-licensed test for dengue RNA [@bb0185], [@bb0190]. CHIKV, which has caused recent massive outbreaks in the Caribbean and co-exists with dengue virus, is a potential threat to the North American blood supply due to its geographic proximity and donor travel patterns [@bb0195]. CHIKV recently appeared in the Caribbean. Should it arrive in North America, donors could be deferred for exposure or symptoms, NAT testing for CHIKV RNA could be initiated, and red cell and plasma collections could even be stopped. Dr Dodd stated that pathogen inactivation will likely become increasingly important in preventing transfusion-transmission of emerging agents. The American Red Cross in Puerto Rico is currently involved in a trial to investigate and monitor the safety of INTERCEPT pathogen inactivation technology (Cerus Corporation). INTERCEPT was recently approved by the FDA for use with apheresis platelets. Use of INTERCEPT to make available pathogen-reduced apheresis platelets could prevent interruptions in the local platelet supply in areas where viruses like CHIKV emerge [@bb0200].

Preventing the Spread of Pathogens Around the Globe---A Clinical and Public Health Perspective {#s0025}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Key Messages•The 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa was the largest in history.•The difficulties in identifying the virus in West Africa and in containing its spread were related to poverty, growing populations and deforestation, lack of healthcare infrastructure and resources. These fundamental issues must be addressed in order to prevent and/or contain future outbreaks.

Dr Allison McGeer, Director of Infection Control at Toronto\'s Mount Sinai Hospital, used the recent Ebola outbreak in West Africa to provide a thought-provoking global perspective regarding pathogens and their spread. As a consultant on a WHO-initiated mission to Liberia, Dr McGeer obtained first-hand information and impressions of the situation on the ground in West Africa, where she navigated issues related to policy and healthcare set-up.

Ebola virus is difficult to study because of its high mortality rates, and because it often occurs in areas that are difficult to access due to poor infrastructure or because of conflict or political turmoil. Ebola infections seem to emerge due to the interconnection of enzootic and epizootic cycles [@bb0205]. The first sequence involves bats as the most likely reservoir host for the virus, which is spread by enzootic transmission within the bat population. From this pool of virus carriers, transmission to other non-human species is thought to happen in an epizootic cycle. Initial transmission to humans involves contact with infected bats or other species through hunting or accidental contact with ill wild animals. Human-to-human spread via direct close contact is then very efficient.

Once humans are infected, the Ebola virus first appears to target the immune system and subsequently destroys the vascular system, leading to blood leakage. Initial attacks on dendritic cells lead to decreased interferon production and macrophage and endothelial cell degradation [@bb0210]. This pattern results in clinical presentations of hemorrhage, hypotension, drop in blood pressure, followed by shock and death [@bb0215].

The 2014 Ebola outbreak, which primarily affected Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia in West Africa, is the most recent in the history of Ebola epidemics [@bb0220]. Since 1976, more than 20 outbreaks have been recorded in Sub-Saharan Africa leading to hundreds of cases and deaths [@bb0225]. Historically, infection has been controlled by local communities with the isolation of any patient showing symptoms. However, in 2014 in West Africa, the outbreak was on an unprecedented scale. Dr McGeer provided an eye-opening overview of health infrastructure in the affected West African countries. Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone have populations of 11.5, 4.2, and 6 million, respectively (vs 35 million in Canada). Spending on health (total expenditure per capita) is US\$59, US\$88, US\$228, and US\$4759 in Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Canada, respectively [@bb0230]. This imbalance is mirrored in the number of doctors per 100,000 population: 10, 1.4, 2.2 for Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, respectively, compared to 245.2 in the United States of America [@bb0235]. Under-resourcing of public health and healthcare delivery was an important contributor to the unprecedented scale of the epidemic.

The first step in this epidemic was the spread of the virus from a reservoir in West Africa, but the outbreak was aided by many economic, political, and geographic factors. Being now relatively stable after periods of civil war, these countries have increasing birth rates and increasing populations. The median age in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone is 18.5, 18.4, and 20, respectively (vs 40 in Canada). The ever-growing population and deforestation is believed to have accelerated the frequency of the epizootic cycle. Once rich in forests, West Africa has been intensively logged over the last decade. Guinea\'s rainforests have been reduced by 80%, while Liberia has sold logging rights to over half its forests. Some analysts have predicted the complete deforestation of Sierra Leone within the next few years [@bb0240]. The forests are the habitat for fruit bats, Ebola\'s probable reservoir host. With the loss of their habitat, the bats escape to urban environments to hunt for food, coming in contact with humans and triggering more frequent transmissions of the virus.

Dr McGeer personally witnessed the huge barriers to effective control of the epidemic in hospitals in Liberia. She pointed to the rudimentary nature of facilities and equipment, poor hygiene, and a lack of infrastructure for disposing of hospital waste. Dr McGeer commented that due to the lack not only of resources but also of any form of emergency plan, the base from which to fight the epidemic was completely lacking. The lack of resources for infection control and personal protective equipment are the main reasons for nosocomial transmission [@bb0220], and affected healthcare workers can act as amplifiers spreading the virus into the community. In the 2014 epidemic, 1 in 20 healthcare workers were infected, and of those, 1 in 10 are believed to have died [@bb0215]. This devastated the ability of front-line healthcare workers to control the epidemic, and led to hospital closures.

Poor general infrastructure hindered transportation of medical supplies and expertise, isolating rural areas and limiting access. Dr McGeer highlighted the absence of public health and health care infrastructure as a fundamental issue in being able to fight this disease, not just on the ground in West Africa, but globally. This issue is illustrated by a fragmented global health system is which the institutions, laws, and strategies are not interconnected. Experience of this outbreak has led to calls to reform the worldwide health systems architecture and the WHO [@bb0245]. Some media reports led to widespread misunderstanding of the Ebola outbreak as an "African problem," and unhelpfully perpetuated prejudicial colonial-era stereotypes.

Dr McGeer took the audience through the evolution of the 2014 epidemic in Liberia which peaked in August/September 2014. During July and August 2014 the number of confirmed cases per day increased from about 10 to about 50, and Ebola treatment units and burial systems were overwhelmed. In Monrovia, the Liberian capital city, about 80% of patients with Ebola virus disease were being managed at home. Despite this, hospitals were overwhelmed with Ebola patients, filling to 300% of its capacity. Many health care workers were infected, which ultimately led to the decision to close hospitals. At the peak of the outbreak, the President of Liberia quarantined West Point, a township particularly badly affected. This decision led to riots in that area. Similar actions took place in other parts of Liberia [@bb0250].

As a consequence of the deteriorating situation in West Africa, international responses were initiated [@bb0245]. By September 2014, more than 100 non-governmental organizations were on the ground in Liberia to contribute to the fight against Ebola. Their work spanned a wide range of activities including: setting up medical care; contact tracing; opening orphanages; providing food for people in quarantine; building roads for improved access to cemeteries; identifying how to de-sludge septic tanks from Ebola treatment units; and sourcing and supplying personal protection equipment for Ebola treatment units.

The crisis response also involved a coordinated international response of unprecedented scale to accelerate vaccine development. No vaccine had ever been tested in humans prior to 2014, but several were fast-tracked through phases I and II, and in June of 2015, an international group of scientists published the interim results of an open-label, cluster-randomized ring vaccination trial of an engineered Vesicular Stomatitis Virus--based Ebola vaccine developed at Canada\'s National Microbiology Laboratory [@bb0255]. Ring vaccination seeks to create a buffer of protection around each case, so that the virus cannot continue to spread. This initial trial found that 100% of recipients were protected from the virus; further study of this vaccine and trials of other vaccines are on-going.

With improvements in the coordination of the overall emergency response, more than a year later, the outbreak is under control. Occasional cases were still appearing in Liberia in November 2015, but on November 7, 2015, WHO declared the end of Ebola virus transmission in Sierra Leone, as 42 days had passed since the second negative test of the last confirmed patient with Ebola in the country [@bb0260]. Control of the outbreak was only achieved through the institution of effective control and quarantine measures and an understanding of local practices and challenges that impacted the spread of the virus. Dr McGeer added her voice to the chorus of experts recommending coordinated national and international efforts to prevent future outbreaks. Early warning systems should be developed in connection with local communities in high-risk areas, and provision of clearly defined response recommendations specific to the needs of each community [@bb0265]. Recent advances in diagnostics, risk mapping, mathematical modeling, and pathogen genome sequencing have the potential to improve substantially the quantity and quality of information available to guide the public health response to outbreaks [@bb0270].

However, prevention remains extremely difficult [@bb0275]. The World Bank estimated that an \~ \$26 M investment in public health in West Africa would have prevented more than 90% of cases in West Africa. This missed opportunity eventually led to a costly emergency response estimated by the UN mission for Ebola emergency response at about \$1.6 billion. Future epidemic control measures in poverty-stricken areas, including worldwide response teams and pre-approved emergency funds may improve outbreak response, but addressing the fundamental issues of poverty, infrastructure, education, healthcare, workforce development, and communications will be needed if outbreaks are to be prevented [@bb0280].

An Alternative Method of Maintaining a Clean Blood Supply: Ex Vivo Generated red Blood Cells {#s0030}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Key Messages•Several approaches for the production of red blood cells (RBCs) ex vivo exist and have demonstrated feasibility; however, none can yet be conducted on a scale that would allow replacement of donor-derived RBCs•To improve the chances of success in bringing ex vivo RBCs to the clinic, a multidisciplinary approach and an integrated plan are required to navigate the long path from concept to commercial product.

An alternative means to keep the blood system safe from pathogens is to move away from the current paradigm of donor-derived products. This topic was addressed by Dr Marc Turner, Medical Director at the Scottish National Blood Transfusion Service and Professor of Cellular Therapy at the University of Edinburgh. Dr Turner began by mentioning some milestones in the history of blood transfusion, highlighting a number of events that took place in his adopted home city of Edinburgh, Scotland. For example, in 1816 the first systematic experiments in intra-species transfusion were carried out by John Henry Leacock, who was studying in Edinburgh at the time. James Blundell, a University of Edinburgh medical school graduate, is credited with conducting the first successful human transfusions several years later. Since early in the last century, transfusion has become a mainstay of clinical practice with around 92 million RBC transfusions conducted annually world-wide [@bb0285]. For the most part, and particularly in developed countries, blood transfusion is safe. However, limitations remain, including sufficiency of supply, immunological compatibility of the donor and recipient, the risk of TTIs, and the risk of other complications such as iron overload. Many of these limitations could potentially be overcome by the production of RBCs for transfusion in the laboratory. Dr Turner\'s talk focused on human stem cells and their potential use for the ex vivo generation of RBCs for transfusion. Dr Turner discussed the biological and engineering limitations that must be overcome in order for ex vivo generated cells to become viable alternatives to donor-derived RBCs.

The first conclusive observation of stem cells was in 1960 by McCulloch and Till in the host city of this symposium -- Toronto [@bb0290]. Stem cells have the capability for self-renewal and can differentiate into multiple lineages, ultimately resulting in the generation of differentiated cells or tissues. There are various types of stem cells, including those derived from embryos (eg, human embryonic stem cells \[hESCs\]) and from adults. Not all stem cells are the same. For example, hESCs are pluripotent and have unlimited ability to replicate, whereas adult-derived hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs) can differentiate into cells of the hematopoietic and immune systems and have limited ability to replicate.

Found in the bone marrow, HSPCs are morphologically indistinct from other bone marrow cells, and are distinguished as CD34 + cells using flow cytometry. In vivo, HSPCs are found in a hypoxic environment at the edges of the bone marrow. As they differentiate, they move more centrally in the marrow into an environment with a higher O~2~ tension. It has long been known that when placed into agar/semi-solid medium and provided with the right cytokine support, HSPCs can differentiate along different hematopoietic lineages, forming granulocyte/monocyte, and erythroid colonies with 7 to 14 days [@bb0295]. Culturing HSPCs in suspension using a two-phase culture system has several advantages over solid-phase culture [@bb0300], the in vitro environment can be more precisely controlled and can be separated more easily [@bb0305], [@bb0310]. Dr Turner provided an overview of a two stage culture system which uses combinations of cytokines to control cell differentiation and proliferation and can be used to produce erythroid cells from CD34 + adult peripheral blood cells. During the enucleation process, which moves the cells into the early reticulocyte stage, the nucleus is extruded from the cell, and engulfed by macrophages. By days 10 to 14 of the two-stage culture, the population consists of approximately 50% normoblasts and 50% early (R1) reticulocytes. Other 3-stage systems have had demonstrated success expanding CD34 + HSPC from peripheral blood, bone marrow, or cord blood into functional RBCs [@bb0315]. These proofs-of-principle demonstrated that RBC generation ex vivo is possible, but processes described to date have limited scalability and do not yet constitute a workable approach to generate RBCs for transfusion.

Dr Turner spent the remainder of his talk discussing the two major types of challenges facing the ex vivo generation of RBCs for transfusion: biological challenges and engineering/logistical challenges. From the biological point of view, one major challenge is to determine the best source from which to derive the cells. Adult hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), one potential source of ex vivo RBCs, have a limited replication capacity; they could generate a small number of units of RBC but the reliance on donors remains. Unlike HSCs, hESCs have indefinite expansion capabilities and can self-renew, and were a source of much excitement when their derivation was first described [@bb0320]. hESCs are pluripotent -- they can be cultured indefinitely as cell lines and are able to differentiate into all the cells of the body including hematopoietic cells [@bb0325]. In 2006, a considerably less ethically-controversial source of pluripotent stem cells was discovered-- induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) [@bb0330], [@bb0335] earning the discoverer the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 2012. Initially generated by Takahashi and Yamanaka from human somatic skin fibroblasts by the use of four genes (*Oct4/Sox2/Klf4/Myc*), iPSCs are very similar to hESCs, can be differentiated into all three germ layers and have huge potential for regenerative medicine applications and disease modeling. Like hESCs, human iPSCs can be differentiated into hematopoietic cells in vitro [@bb0340], [@bb0345], [@bb0350], [@bb0355], and this is an area of intensive research [@bb0360]. Dr Turner provided an overview of a system by which RBCs can be derived from human pluripotent stem cells (hPSC) in vitro using a feeder/serum free approach and cytokine mixes that drive the hPSC to HSPCs, then erythroblasts, normoblasts, and eventually reticulocytes over an approximately 30-day time frame. The differentiation process is complex and uses mixes of multiple cytokines and small molecules. Several issues remain including the long differentiation time, and the fact that while hPSC-derived RBCs can enucleate, the resulting cells are fragile and difficult to maintain in culture. The hPSC-derived RBCs express α/γ globin chains, the same combination of hemoglobin polypeptides expressed in fetal RBCs (as opposed to α/β globin chains in adult RBCs); however, the oxygen-delivering characteristics of the hPSC-derived RBCs are acceptable and therefore this would not preclude their use. Efforts are underway to optimize erythrocyte differentiation and enucleation and modify the hemoglobin to a more adult form [@bb0365], [@bb0370].

Another approach that holds promise is to immortalize multipotent stem cells using well-understood and established methods. Conditional immortalization from hPSCs or adult HSPC can be achieved using human papilloma virus E6/E7 or combinations of transcription factors. This approach can establish immortalized human erythroid progenitor cell lines [@bb0375]. Switching off the immortalization allows the production of enucleate RBCs ex vivo. This approach has several benefits over PSC-as a starting material: the process is less complex and the differentiation time is shorter; there are reduced costs related to cytokines, growth factors, and media; and the final RBC phenotype is closer to an adult phenotype. The feasibility of this approach to produce enucleated RBCs has been shown [@bb0375]. Potential drawbacks of this approach include concerns regarding: the introduction of oncogenes into the cells; cell line stability; and the likelihood of being able to meet good manufacturing practice standards and produce clinical grade products.

Notwithstanding the difficulties involved, the potential now clearly exists to allow culturing of RBC with rare phenotypes or modification of the RBCs [@bb0380] to help meet the needs of hard-to-match transfusion recipients. The first proof-of-principle human transfusion with ex vivo generated RBCs cultured from peripheral CD34 + HSC was conducted in 2011, and showed that post-transfusion survival of ex vivo generated RBCs in a single, healthy subject was comparable to that of donor-derived RBCs [@bb0385].

Dr Turner then turned his attention to the engineering technology needed to make ex vivo generated RBCs a viable alternative to donor-derived products. The key issues here are scale-up, process control, and intensification. Dr Turner described the use of the Ambr bioreactor technology (from TAP Biosystems, part of the Sartorius Stedim Biotech Group) as an approach to optimising the in vitro culture environment. Stirred tank bioreactors are a mature technology that is scalable and well-established for production of biotherapeutics. They allow for precise control of several physico-chemical parameters and economic/rapid development screening at a variety of scales (10 mL, 250 mL, multi-liter). There are two gross limits to system efficiency. The first is the absolute density limit, which is calculated from specific oxygen uptake rate of cells and the mass transfer coefficient of the system. In this regard, the bioreactor system performs well; high density can be achieved, and the potential is certainly there to succeed in scaling it up to the needs of producing erythroid cells. The second limit is media volumetric productivity (liters of media/units of blood). Volumetric productivity is precisely determined by cell growth rate and specific support capacity of the media---consumption and supplementation. Specific rates are unstable and supplementation with glucose and glutamine does not improve growth, suggesting these are not limiting factors. In order for potential scale-up of this system, the limiting factors need to be identified.

Currently, Dr Turner estimates that the costs of ex vivo-derived RBCs stand at many times the cost of donor-derived RBCs. At this stage this technology is therefore only likely to be considered for "boutique" applications in patients for whom a donor-derived matched product is difficult or impossible to source. For more generalized application, many challenges remain, including control over the genetic and epigenetic stability of cell lines; optimization of the differentiation pathway to allow stable enucleation; efficiency of the differentiation pathway; process control over multiple physical and biochemical factors; scale up and intensification to control the cost of goods; detailed characterization of the product; demonstration of preclinical safety and efficacy; quality control and regulatory compliance; and the design and execution of pivotal clinical trials [@bb0390].

Many of the challenges Dr Turner mentioned are common to all cell-based therapeutics. Regarding quality control and product characterization, one advantage in this field is that there is more than 50 years of RBC product characteristic information, knowledge, and experience on which to draw. Dr Turner ended by noting that a sea change in the level of process control would be required to make the production of the ex vivo RBCs a reality. Dr Turner outlined the environment, resources, and approaches he believes are necessary in order for this type of innovation to take place and achieve commercial success [@bb0390]. This includes multidisciplinarity, integrated planning, and lengthy time lines and in these regards Dr Turner acknowledged the commitment of the research teams and funders working in this space.

Blood-Borne Pathogens: Detect {#s0035}
=============================

The Technical Aspects of Pathogen Testing in Canada {#s0040}
---------------------------------------------------

Key Messages•Pathogen testing in Canada is centralized, automated, and closely regulated by the federal government.

Ms. Nancy Angus, Director of Testing at CBS, provided an overview of the current state of testing at this organization, with an emphasis on donor testing. Focusing on tests in use in Canada, Ms. Angus described laboratory tests for the detection of blood-borne pathogens and summarized the differences in sensitivity among the tests currently in use.

CBS testing sites include donor testing, diagnostic services, the national testing laboratory, national reference laboratories, quality control product laboratories, and the human leukocyte antigen laboratory. Donor testing, which includes transmissible disease testing, is performed at two sites: Calgary, Alberta, where all blood collected west of Ontario is tested; and Toronto, where all blood collected in Ontario and east of Ontario is tested. Each site is a mirror-image of the other in terms of equipment, and can act as a back-up for the other site for business continuity reasons should the need arise.

All blood collected by CBS is tested for a number of blood-borne pathogens: Syphilis; HIV-1 and − 2; HBV; HCV; and HTLV I and II ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} ). Since implementation in 2003, WNV testing has been performed on all collected blood; however, as of 2015, that testing is now performed seasonally. In addition to mandatory testing performed on all collected blood, there are tests that are performed based on risk. Approximately 40% of collected blood is tested for cytomegalovirus (CMV) in order to supply hospital demand and based on an algorithm identifying which donors are most likely to be CMV-free. Testing for Chagas is performed selectively, based on risk; donations from donors indicating on their questionnaires that they or their mothers or maternal grandmothers originate in a Chagas-endemic country or that they have had extended stays in endemic areas for greater than six months.Table 1Transmissible disease testing performed at Canadian Blood ServicesTransmissible diseaseAssay(s)SensitivityImplementation yearHIVSerological:\
•anti-HIV 1 and 2\
NAT\
•HIV-1 M RNA•HIV-1 O RNA•HIV-2 RNA•100% (99.56%-100%)•50.3 IU/mL[§](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}•18.3 copies/mL[§](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}•57.4 copies/mL[§](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}1985\
2001HBVSerological:\
•HBsAg•anti-HBc\
NAT\
•HBV DNA•0.08-0.10 ng/mL•99.49% (98.82%-99.83%)•2.3 IU/mL[§](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}1972\
2005\
2011HCVSerological\
•anti-HCV\
NAT\
•HCV RNA•100% (99.49%-100%)•6.8 IU/mL[§](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}1990\
1999HTLV I/IISerological\
•anti-HTLV I/II100% (99.48%-100%)1990 (HTLV I); 1998 (HTLV I/II)WNVNAT\
•WNV RNA40.3 copies/mL[§](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}2003 (Seasonal, 2015)SyphilisSerological100% (0.555-0.97)1949CMV[⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Serological99.4% (99.4%-100%)1984Chagas[⁎](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Serological98.47% (94.59-99.81%)2010[^2][^3][^4]

Chemiluminescent assays are performed using the Abbott PRISM platform to detect the surface antigen of the hepatitis B virus (HBsAg), total antibody to hepatitis B core antigen, antibodies to hepatitis C virus, antibodies to HIV-1 groups M and O and/or antibodies to HIV-2, antibodies to human T-lymphotropic virus type I and/or human T-lymphotropic virus type II, and antibodies to *T cruzi*. Agglutination assays are performed on the Beckman Coulter PK7300 platform: syphilis infection is identified using a micro-hemagglutination assay to detect *Treponema pallidum* antibodies, and CMV infection is detected using a passive particle agglutination assay to detect total cytomegalovirus antibodies. NAT is performed using the Roche Cobas 201 platform to detect HIV-1 RNA (groups M and O), HIV-2 RNA, HCV RNA, HBV DNA, and WNV RNA. Samples are screened in pools of 6, and single unit testing is performed on selected donations from the same geographic region when a positive donation for WNV is identified.

In Canada, all testing platforms require approval by Health Canada. Other platforms currently available include the Immucor NEO platform, which is a solid phase system that allows for the serological detection of syphilis and CMV, and the Grifols Tigris platform, in use at Hema-Quebec, which performs NAT to detect HIV RNA, HCV RNA, HBV DNA, and WNV RNA.

If a blood donation is found to be serologically reactive, confirmatory testing is performed to determine if the donor is a "true" positive. Confirmatory testing is either performed at CBS or at an external agency. Within CBS, confirmatory tests include HBsAg neutralization assay, immunoblots for HIV-1, HTLV I, HTLV II, and HCV, and enzyme immunoassay to detect HIV-2. Syphilis confirmatory testing is performed at either the Alberta Public Health Laboratory or the Ontario Public Health Laboratory and Chagas confirmatory testing is performed at the National Reference Centre for Parasitology in Montreal.

The Medical Services and Innovation division at CBS performs surveillance to identify blood-borne pathogens that may pose a threat to the blood supply. If it is decided that a new test needs to be implemented to identify a new pathogen or new equipment is required to replace equipment at the end of its life, Health Canada licensure is required, unless there is an emerging threat. Currently on the horizon, CBS is considering the possibility of introducing hepatitis E virus NAT, and testing for *Babesia*

Pathogen Detection {#s0045}
==================

Next Generation Sequencing: The Future of Pathogen Testing? {#s0050}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Key Messages•Next generation sequencing (NGS) is an advanced technology approach that involves sequencing all DNA found in a clinical sample.•Innovative bioinformatic approaches are required to minimize the computational time required to find pathogen DNA in the sample and to maximize accuracy.•NGS is being increasingly used for otherwise indeterminate clinical diagnoses, for tracking of infectious disease outbreaks, and to detect novel pathogens.•NGS is unlikely to play a role in screening the blood supply for infectious disease markers in the near to medium term.

Dr Samia Naccache, Associate Specialist, Department of Laboratory Medicine, University of California San Francisco (UCSF) School of Medicine, introduced attendees to the use of next generation sequencing, metagenomics, and bioinformatics for the detection and identification of infectious agents. Dr Naccache first pointed out that she was a member of the laboratory of Dr Charles Chiu, which is home to the UCSF/Abbott Viral Diagnostics and Discovery Center (UCSF/AVDDC), and that the Center works closely with the UCSF Clinical Microbiology Laboratory to provide advanced technology assistance with the most challenging problems in infectious disease diagnosis and tracking.

Dr Naccache commenced her presentation by contrasting "classical" DNA sequencing methods with next generation sequencing (NGS). Frederick Sanger and colleagues invented a method of DNA sequence determination in the 1970s [@bb0395] that was intensively used by scientists for the next 25 years [@bb0400]. Sanger sequencing was based on the selective and partial incorporation of chain-terminating dideoxyribonucleotides into copies of the DNA strand being sequenced, and their separation by denaturing electrophoresis into a readable sequence "ladder". Dr Naccache stressed that Sanger sequencing, even in later, high throughput versions, was employed on one limited piece of DNA (typically a small DNA sector amplified using PCR) at a time to yield a single output sequence. Although this method was sufficiently advanced to be used to sequence first the human mitochondrial genome [@bb0405] and then the entire human genome [@bb0410], [@bb0415], its robustness pales in comparison to NGS approaches. NGS yields huge amounts of DNA sequence in parallel; in other words, many sequences in a sample can be analyzed simultaneously [@bb0420]. For this reason, NGS is also called deep or massively parallel or high throughput sequencing. Its information output is such that thousands or millions of sequences can be provided concurrently, in a matter of hours. NGS has made possible metagenomic approaches, in which all DNA sequences from all genomes present in a clinical sample can be identified. This approach can now be used to determine if a blood sample contains only human DNA, or human DNA plus the DNA of an infectious pathogen, as well as to identify that pathogen if its sequence is known.

A brief technical overview of NGS methodology was provided by Dr Naccache. All DNA/RNA present in a sample is first rapidly extracted (or copied using PCR) and fragmented into pieces of uniform length, providing a library. Short artificial DNA sequences are then bonded onto either end of all library DNA fragments. These adaptors allow hybridization of one strand of the modified DNA to complementary, tethered pieces of DNA in a flow cell. They are then "sequenced by synthesis" using fluorescent deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate building blocks. As each base is added to the growing chain, its position is noted via imaging and the positional information is captured in parallel. NGS can therefore provide 10 to 100 Gigabytes of data---much of it "redundant" in that the same sequence has been detected and read multiple times---to ensure sufficient coverage of all DNA sequence present in a sample. This huge amount of data is first processed using algorithms that detect and remove low quality reads, and then the "host" or human genome sequence information is subtracted. The remaining DNA is assembled into contiguous arrays by alignment of overlapping sequences, and compared to reference genomes of known pathogens. If an identified pathogen differs slightly from reference genomes, taxonomic classification can then be done to determine how recently the variant has diverged from known sequences. Dr Naccache stressed that this approach will work on bacterial, viral, fungal, and parasitic pathogens, all encoded by RNA- or DNA-based genomes, but not on prions, which are protein-based pathogens that infect by causing host proteins to take on pathological conformations.

NGS is an advanced technology approach fully dependent on the characteristics of the instrumentation employed. Dr Naccache surveyed the rapid development of commercial deep sequencing machines [@bb0425]. First to market in 2005 was Roche, with its 454 Sequencer, capable of 500 000 reads of 350 to 550 bp. Illumina and Ion Torent produced instruments that generated millions to billions of reads of slightly shorter sizes of 50 to 300 bp, with similar overall run times, between 2009 and 2014. These products all worked on the paradigm of sequencing by synthesis. The most recent entries into this instrumentation field work on a different principle, called nanopore sequencing: Pac Bio\'s RS apparatus (2011); and Oxford Nanopore Technology\'s MinION (2014). Both instruments are capable of a smaller number of reads than earlier machines (up to 100,000) but the reads are much longer, up to 40,000 bp. The technology works on the principle of detecting a growing DNA chain electrically when the chain is extruded through an engineered protein pore of nanometer diameter. The MinION instrument is amazingly small to essentially the size of a large memory stick [@bb0430].

Effective exploitation of the "mountain" of DNA information produced by NGS from a clinical or blood bank sample requires minimizing computation time and maximizing the accuracy of the diagnostic output. Dr Naccache and co-workers developed a bioinformatics platform for these tasks called SURPI, Sequence-based Ultra-Rapid Pathogen Identification [@bb0435]. Such platforms are necessary given the size of the NGS output DNA sequence, the size of pathogen reference sequence databases, and the fact that pathogen sequences typically constitute no more than 0.001% to 1% of reads in the NGS output. This presents a needle in a haystack-type problem. To achieve rapid and robust detection, SURPI employs two analyzer programs that work on both DNA and translated protein alignments, using bacterial and viral databases. The platform can be employed in either fast or comprehensive mode; in fast mode pathogenic sequences can be identified in a clinical sample in minutes to hours, while comprehensive mode is more appropriate for detection of a novel pathogen\'s entire genome or to rule out infection in a clinically complex case. Dr Naccache noted that 20% to 30% of clinically significant respiratory infections are currently of unknown etiology.

Dr Naccache presented data comparing the time of completion of analysis of NGS data using either SURPI mode on a variety of clinical sample types. Serum took less time to analyze than biological materials open to the environment (eg, stool samples); HIV spiked into plasma could be detected in minutes in either mode, down to 100 viral copies per milliliter, with successful identification of strain specificity. SURPI was extensively tested and optimized using such clinical samples prior to its employment in a prospective clinical case series carried out at the UCSF between April 2013 and December 2014. This was a single-site study with respect to analysis, but included cases referred from across the United States and also from Europe. The study included acutely or chronically ill, hospitalized patients with clinical features suggestive of an infectious disease but who tested negative for all candidate agents.

Dr Naccache highlighted two of the diagnoses achieved by NGS in the clinical series. The first involved an adolescent boy whose fever and headaches evolved over the course of four months to hydroencephalopathy that forced his physicians to induce a coma to stabilize him [@bb0440]. Following over a hundred inconclusive laboratory tests, NGS revealed the presence of *Leptospira santarosai*, a pathogenic bacterium, in cerebrospinal fluid samples. In view of the patient\'s poor status and the safety of the specific treatment for *Leptospira* had the NGS-based diagnosis been incorrect, intravenous penicillin treatment was commenced before confirmation of *Leptospira* infection was received from the Center for Disease Control. Following 2 weeks\' treatment followed by rehabilitation, the patient made a full recovery. In the second case highlighted by the speaker, a 42-year-old man underwent a bone marrow transplant, with immunosuppression, for treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia [@bb0445]. A month later he developed tinnitus and partial deafness, which progressed rapidly and was accompanied by increasing mental deterioration. Brain biopsy tissue was assessed by NGS, which detected neuroinvasive astrovirus infection, for which there is no known efficacious therapy; the patient died 4 months post-NGS diagnosis and 7.5 months after the onset of symptoms. NGS sample to answer turnaround times were reported to be 48 hours in the first case [@bb0440] and 96 hours in the second [@bb0445].

A substantial list of the different pathogens detected by the UCSF/AVDDC group using NGS in different biological fluids such as CSF, respiratory secretions, and blood, was next presented by the speaker. In the latter category, the agents included pathogens familiar to the transfusion medicine-oriented audience such as the viruses Epstein-Barr virus, cytomegalovirus, HIV-1 and -2, West Nile Virus, hepatitis viruses A through E, and CHIKV virus (CHIKV), the bacterium *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (which can be transferred from donor skin into blood products by venipuncture) and the parasite *Plasmodium falciparum* (one of the causative agents of malaria). Also included on the NGS detection list were less familiar agents, such as RNA viruses enterovirus D68, hantavirus, pegivirus, and rhinovirus C, double-stranded DNA viruses such as four variants of human herpesviruses, and the BK and JC viruses, and various single-stranded DNA viruses of the Cycloviridae and Anelloviridae families, the bacterium *Salmonella typh*i, and the parasite *Leishmania infantum*. The sensitivity of NGS is underlined by the detection of viruses that are not usually associated with disease (Anelloviridae) or are only associated with disease in immunosuppressed individuals (the BK and JC viruses) that may be part of the "background flora and fauna" in humans that must be discounted in arriving at a bona fide NGS diagnosis.

Dr Naccache continued with a consideration of recent results from the UCSF/AVDDC group employing Nanopore Sequencing. The UCSF/AVDDC participated in a research program sponsored by Oxford Nanopore Technologies designed to probe and optimize the capabilities of the MinION instrument. Dr Naccache reported that, using MinION and a SURPI-like bioinformatics platform called MetaPORE, plasma samples from individuals separately infected with CHIKV, Ebola virus, and hepatitis C were rapidly identified in real time [@bb0450]. For CHIKV and Ebola virus, samples contained 10^7^ to 10^8^ copies/ml and were detected within 4 to 10 minutes of data acquisition; lower-titer hepatitis C virus (10^5^ copies/ml) was detected within 40 minutes. The analyzer algorithms successfully identified these viruses despite the relatively error-prone nature of the sequence data. The total sample to answer time was less than 6 hours, a feat apparently unprecedented in the NGS area.

Dr Naccache then provided a cautionary tale illustrating the extreme sensitivity of NGS which involved parvovirus-like hybrid virus, a previously undescribed novel virus related to both Circoviridae and Parvoviridae families, initially detected in Chinese patients with chronic seronegative hepatitis of unknown etiology [@bb0455]. The UCSF/AVDDC group also found parvovirus-like hybrid virus by NGS in their hepatitis cohorts, but eventually realized that the virus was present in commercial silica-type spin columns used for DNA purification/concentration, but not in any original patient sample [@bb0460]. The silicates are typically sourced from cell walls of diatoms and a 100% concordant PVH sequence was found in environmental metagenomics databases of samples taken from North American coastal waters. This instance of laboratory contamination illustrates the extreme sensitivity of NGS and the methodological stringency that must be brought to its application.

In wrapping up her presentation, Dr Naccache discussed the likelihood that NGS would contribute directly to blood donation screening. She assessed this outcome as somewhat improbable over the near term, in part because blood donation screening is currently highly effective. NGS is currently quite expensive in its most accurate form, leading Dr Naccache to estimate the cost of a well-covered NGS study of around 10 samples using a total of 300 million sequences on the HiSeq platform at US\$3000 , and a more shallow study, of the kind described above for rapid detection of Ebola and CHIKV, of around 6 samples using a total of 30 million sequences on the MiSeq platform, at US\$1500. However, these estimates do not truly take into account the substantial infrastructure in place at UCSF/AVVDC, which comprises specialized equipment for sample extraction, library generation, and validation, NGS sequencing, and extensive computational analysis, not to mention the skills of medical technologists, researchers, and bioinformatics specialists. The relevance of NGS with respect to keeping the blood system safe from emerging pathogens will more likely lie in determining patterns of disease transmission and providing the confidence necessary to re-qualify a previously deferred blood donor. Suspected transmission by transfusion can be identified rapidly with great sensitivity and specificity using NGS of all implicated donors and recipients. It can also be used in a general, epidemiological sense, to trace patterns of infection and adaptation and speciation of infectious agents. While the contributions of NGS to clinical diagnosis of intractable cases and to public health, with respect to tracking and understanding disease outbreaks are already substantial, and will likely continue to accumulate exponentially, the prospects of using NGS for routine blood donation screening remain remote due to cost and throughput considerations.

Blood-Borne Pathogens: Destroy {#s0055}
==============================

The Biological Impact of Pathogen Inactivation on Blood Product Quality {#s0060}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Key Messages•Pathogen inactivation (PI) of blood products may be advantageous as they overcome some of the limitations of current strategies (eg, assay sensitivity and threats of emerging pathogens).•PI techniques bring two sides of a coin into blood banking: improved safety versus a negative effect on blood component quality (damage to \~ 20%-25% of platelets).•In order to improve the quality of pathogen-inactivated blood products, molecular mechanisms triggered by these technologies need to be identified.•PI-treatment of whole blood might be the emerging method of choice in this field.

Dr Peter Schubert, Research Associate at the Canadian Blood Services\' Centre for Innovation and a Clinical Associate Professor in the Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine at the University of British Columbia, focused his talk on the need for PI to ensure the safety of the blood supply. He compared the currently available PI technologies and their mechanisms of action, and discussed the potential impact of this technology on product quality.

Dr Schubert noted that blood safety has historically been achieved by mitigating known risks with interventions such as donor screening and universal donor testing for specific pathogens. However, risks remain, as all tests have a detection limit and current testing does not account for unknown or unexpected pathogens. Thus, PI has the potential to improve the safety of blood products by preventing TTIs, especially in platelet products, where bacterial contamination is a particular risk [@bb0465].

In the United States, the INTERCEPT blood system from Cerus Corporation is currently licensed for platelet products, and both INTERCEPT and the Octaplas product from Octapharma are licensed for plasma ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} , [@bb0470]). In Canada, the only currently licensed PI product is Octaplas plasma. Three different PI systems for platelet concentrates are currently on the market ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). These exploit the fact that pathogen proliferation occurs by replicating DNA or RNA, a mandatory step for all pathogens except prions. All use UV light, with or without a photosensitizer, to damage nucleic acids and subsequently prevent proliferation of pathogens. Many of these systems are in routine use, mostly in Europe and the Middle East [@bb0470], and in many other jurisdictions regulatory approval is initiated and under investigation. Worldwide, the Cerus INTERCEPT blood system is the most adopted system, and has been in routine use for over 10 years. Hemovigilance data from jurisdictions that use these products are highly favorable and support their safety and efficacy [@bb0475].Table 2Pathogen reduction technology systems and products currently approved and in useSystem/productManufacturerMechanismProduct(s) for which use is approvedUsed in[⁎](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}INTERCEPT Blood System [@bb0655]\
(technology)CerusPhotosensitizer (amotosalen) + UV A (320-400 nm) illuminationPlasma:\
•Apheresis or whole blood-derivedPlasma: 13 countriesPlatelets:\
•Apheresis or whole blood-derived•In plasma or approved additive solutions (InterSol and SPP +)Platelets: 22 countriesMirasol Pathogen Reduction System [@bb0660]\
(technology)TerumoBCTPhotosensitizer (riboflavin) + UV B (280-360 nm) illuminationPlasma:\
•Apheresis or whole blood-derivedPlasma: 11 countriesPlatelets:\
•Apheresis or whole blood-derived•In plasma or platelet additive solutionPlatelets: 18 countriesThe THERAFLEX MB-Plasma System[§](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}[@bb0665], [@bb0670]\
(technology)MacopharmaFiltration (0.65 μm), methylene blue + visible light (\~ 400-700 nm) illuminationSingle unit fresh frozen plasma\
•Apheresis or whole blood-derived15 countriesOctaplas [@bb0675]\
(product)OctapharmaSolvent/detergent treatment (1% trinitrobutyl phosphate/1% Triton X-100)Pooled plasma\
•Apheresis or whole blood-derived32 countries[^5][^6]

Several clinical trials of PI technologies have taken place or are underway, including euroSPRITE (looking at INTERCEPT-treated platelet concentrates [@bb0480]), SPRINT (looking at INTERCEPT-treated apheresis platelets [@bb0485]), and MIRACLE (looking at Mirasol-treated apheresis platelets [@bb0490]). Although safety and levels of adverse transfusion reactions were favorable with PI-treated platelets, one observation was that approximately 20% to 25% of the platelets appear to be damaged by the PI treatment. The SPRINT and MIRACLE trials demonstrated a lower mean 24-hour post-transfusion count increment, increased number of platelet transfusions, and lower 1-hour corrected count increment, respectively, for patients treated with PI platelets [@bb0490], [@bb0495].

The PREPAReS (Pathogen Reduction Evaluation and Predictive Analytical Rating Score) trial is a recently completed prospective, randomized, single-blinded, multicenter non-inferiority trial comparing Mirasol-treated and standard of care pooled platelet products in hemato-oncological patients [@bb0500]. Initiated in the Netherlands in November 2010, PREPAReS is sponsored by the Sanquin Blood Supply Foundation, the national blood operator in the Netherlands, and financially supported by TerumoBCT. The Canadian arm of the trial involved CBS producing Mirasol-treated pooled platelets at its Ottawa manufacturing site and several hospitals in Ontario. To account for the observed damage seen in PI techniques in other trials and to be consistent with the preparation of platelet pools in the Netherlands, Mirasol-treated platelets contain the donation of five donors, rather than four, which is the standard buffy coat platelet product prepared by CBS.

Although simply increasing the platelet dose in this setting is a straightforward solution to the issue of platelet damage seen with PI, Dr Schubert noted that the mechanisms of this PI-associated damage are unknown. Currently in the literature, there is debate regarding the clinical efficacy of PI platelets. A meta-analysis of bleeding complications in randomized controlled trials using the INTERCEPT system suggests an increased risk of clinically significant bleeding [@bb0505] while a meta-analysis from the Cochrane Collaboration suggests no difference in bleeding with PI platelets, although this conclusion is limited by significant heterogeneity between studies [@bb0510].

Thus, elucidating potential mechanisms is important to further fine-tune these systems and Dr Schubert provided an overview of the effect on quality parameters of platelet products by the three different PI systems. The common trend is a negative impact on routine quality measures as well as newer tools introduced to further characterize platelet quality and functionality; however, the magnitude of the effect can be different dependent on the PI technology. Amongst other effects, PI treatment increases metabolism, apoptosis development, and platelet activation. These features lead to decreased platelet responsiveness and in vitro clot formation [@bb0515]. Furthermore, the effect of PI treatment on novel aspects of platelet function has also been extensively investigated. These studies show PI-dependent effects on cytokine [@bb0520], mitochondrial DNA and microparticle release [@bb0525], [@bb0530], [@bb0535], generation of reactive oxygen species and initiation of signaling cascades [@bb0540], and expression profiles of mRNA and miRNA [@bb0545], [@bb0550]. These "novel" platelet features might assist with explaining PI-effects associated with increased inflammation, cell damage, and apoptosis, transfusion-related acute lung injury, and modulation of endothelial cell functions. In addition, studies of the effects of PI on the proteome of platelets could provide further insights into mechanisms, although the overall impact on the protein expression profile is relatively small [@bb0555], suggesting PI-triggered modulations of protein activities. Finally, some of Dr Schubert\'s own work on elucidating signaling cascades in Mirasol-treated platelets revealed a central role of p38MAPK in regulating platelet activation and apoptosis development [@bb0560], [@bb0565].

Besides platelet concentrates, PI-treatment of plasma is used routinely in some jurisdictions [@bb0470]; however, PI of RBC concentrates has been challenging due to their high optical density, requiring a large amount of UV light, accordingly leading to significant RBC damage. The Cerus S-303 system for PI of RBCs demonstrated similar 24-hour recovery to standard RBCs, but these products would not meet Canadian standards due to their decreased shelf life [@bb0570]. Dr Schubert then discussed how PI of whole blood may be a more efficient approach compared to PI of individual components. Potential benefits of whole blood PI include early removal of pathogens, protection against transfusion-associated graft versus host disease due to WBC inactivation, and increased safety of all blood product components. The application of the Mirasol technology on whole blood has demonstrated efficacy against HIV [@bb0575], *Trypansoma cruzi* [@bb0580], and *B microti* [@bb0585]. Most recently, a study using Mirasol for malaria inactivation in whole blood has been performed in Ghana [@bb0590]. However, reduction of TTIs must be balanced against the effect that whole blood PI has on blood component quality. A study of in vivo viability of stored RBCs derived from Mirasol-treated whole blood suggests decreased viability that correlates with quality variables such as hemolysis and ATP concentration [@bb0595]. This approach was complemented by a study by Schubert and colleagues further demonstrating that platelet product quality seems to be less affected when produced from whole blood illumination compared to platelet component treatment [@bb0600].

Dr Schubert concluded by acknowledging that there are two sides to the PI coin, and that a balance must be achieved between safety and quality. Further research is needed to understand molecular mechanisms that lead to changes in quality with PI and to balance potential reductions in component effectiveness against reduction in TTIs. Ultimately, clinical trials are essential when it comes to making decisions regarding the implementation of pathogen inactivation into blood banking.

Economic and Health Outcome Implications of Introducing New Pathogen Testing and Inactivation Technologies {#s0065}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Key Messages•In order to be cost-effective, implementation of broad spectrum interventions such as PI are likely to require discontinuation of some current interventions.•The Risk-Based Decision-Making framework is a useful set of guiding principles for health economic assessments of blood safety interventions.

To end the day, Dr Brian Custer, a Senior Investigator with Blood Systems Research Institute in San Francisco and an Adjunct Professor at the Department of Laboratory Medicine at UCSF, gave an informative lecture on the economic and health outcome implications of introducing new blood safety interventions with a focus on pathogen testing and inactivation technologies.

Dr Custer began his presentation by introducing the audience to the three main concepts that are the basis of economics in general, and of health economics in particular. The first concept, scarcity, stresses the current reality of limited resources and budgets, which may restrict the scope of services health care systems and practitioners are able to provide. The second concept, choice, has to do with choosing how to allocate the limited resources available. The third basic economic concept is opportunity cost, which relates to the next best alternative use of resources. In other words, opportunity cost is the benefit willingly forgone when we do not choose the next best alternative. These three notions summarize the challenge of the decision making process when it comes to economic information.

In most jurisdictions, system-level health care decisions are made using a different decision-making framework. District health authorities resolve problems based on the determinants of health priorities such as: national and regional targets; clinical and research data; health experts\' opinions and views; and the public\'s participation. For example, the FDA annually tracks data on fatalities related to blood collection, transfusion reactions, and transmissible diseases (<http://www.fda.gov>). Microbial fatalities from transfusion are tracked using variables that experts deem important for focusing future pathogen testing and inactivation efforts such as by the type organism and blood product. These fatality reports help determine the relative burden of fatalities from different causes. As a result, it was shown that in the United States, platelet-related deaths are mainly caused by bacteria and red cell-related deaths are mainly attributable to *Babesia*. Data sources, such as the FDA fatality data, help health authorities to understand the most important infection risks blood recipients face.

With respect to health economics of the blood supply, Dr Custer suggested that the blood supply aims to serve the public good. Achieving this aim necessitates that scarce resources be allocated in ways that maximize social welfare. The objective enumeration of costs, benefits, and consequences of alternate health programs must be weighed in comparison to society\'s ethical beliefs and expectations. If resource allocation does not align well with the values that society allocates to certain health outcomes, this may lead to friction between the determinants of health priorities, and ultimately to difficulties in decision making [@bb0605].

The Risk-Based Decision-Making framework developed by the Alliance of Blood Operators is intended as a guide for the assessment of blood safety interventions. As an integral part of any blood system\'s risk-management program, the Risk-Based Decision-Making framework has two components as shown in [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}: policy foundations; and the decision making process. Adherence to the framework increases consistency in methods and results, and it integrates contextual issues (social concern, legal considerations) into the decision making process.

The concept of Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALY) has been developed to facilitate decision making by establishing a balance between public good (subjective qualitative outcome) and resource allocation (objective quantitative outcome). QALY is a tool that measures disease burden, including both the quality and the quantity of years lived. It is a measure of a medical intervention\'s "value for money". Scientists may make various assumptions when measuring health resource outcomes, from choosing the wrong outcome to choosing an inappropriate test to measure it. These limitations, as well as an incomplete knowledge base, lead to uncertainty in data used for health economic analyses. When measuring health costs, one assumes that some expenditures are more important than others for the health care system; when measuring consequences from an intervention, one assumes that there is a sufficient understanding of the risks and benefits associated with that intervention. Cost per QALY provides a common denominator for comparing interventions, but cannot reduce uncertainty introduced by unavoidable assumptions.

Established thresholds for what is considered "cost-effective" in health care interventions are in the range of \$50,000 to \$100,000/QALY (all values in US dollars). Blood safety interventions, however, consistently fall well above these thresholds. Good examples are NAT for HIV, HCV, and HBV (\$1,500,000-7,500,000/QALY; broad range reflects uncertainty and testing strategy used) serology and PCR for *Babesia* species (\$251,000-6,582,000/QALY) and WNV NAT testing (\$520,000-897,000/QALY), and *T cruzi* antibody testing for Chagas disease (\$757,000-1,360,000/QALY).

When it comes to considering pathogen testing and PI, some outcomes of interest may not be available to aid in decision making. For example, QALY data on the utility of testing for CHIKV, dengue viruses, and hepatitis E virus in the blood safety context are not available to inform an economic analysis. Hence, understanding the budget impact of such tests becomes difficult. On the other hand, data regarding *Babesia* testing are available. *Babesia* screening in endemic American states was compared to universal screening using QALY and taking into account the number of deaths prevented and the testing methodology used [@bb0610].

There are also QALY data available to support the practice of bacterial testing of platelets, and pathogen inactivation of plasma [@bb0615]. The data estimate that platelet bacterial testing is more cost-effective (\$91,000/QALY) than pathogen inactivation (\$497,000/QALY) [@bb0615]. When implementation of a cost-effective blood donor test is needed, QALY has been applied to several patient populations and several interventions. Bell et al compared platelet PI using INTERCEPT in leukemia, lymphoma, orthopedic, and cardiac patients [@bb0620]. The authors found that the new method\'s cost effectiveness (\$/QALY) is similar to other accepted blood safety interventions. This means the method can be considered cost-effective in the blood safety context while preserving patient quality of life. Dr Custer and colleagues have modeled the cost-effectiveness of PI as an addition to current pathogen testing based on Canadian data. Comparing Mirasol treatment of whole blood, and of platelet and plasma, costs per QALY of \$1,276,000 and \$1,423,000, respectively (CDN, in this instance), were shown [@bb0625]. A more recent cost-utility analysis of implementing PI in Poland suggest high costs, but better cost-effectiveness than found in previous analyses of PI and nucleic acid testing in North America [@bb0630].

PI may replace other interventions that currently incur large costs to the health care system such as blood irradiation, bacterial culture, and maintenance of CMV negative inventory [@bb0635]. If PI is implemented, removing costs associated with bacterial culture and irradiation could result in a reduction in the cost/QALY of PI by about 14 % [@bb0640], [@bb0645]. Other operational gains may further offset investment costs, including reduction in product wastage [@bb0650].

These analyses are based on assumptions, and while there is a high degree of uncertainty in the results, their potential usefulness, as blood operators move into the era of PI, is substantial. Health economic analysis allows quantification of alternatives and comparison of interventions in different areas of medicine. Broad implementation of PI for blood safety may thus prove unpalatable to funders without compensatory cost reductions in other aspect of component production. Either a more focused application of PI or lack of implementation until lower-cost alternatives are developed may ensue. Decision making based on health economics and on risk assessments is likely to become the new norm in blood transfusion. This would comprise a strikingly different approach to blood safety implementation and decision making than in the past, when novel interventions were added to older ones, sequentially increasing costs and overall blood safety budgets. This shift represents a move towards effectively and transparently managing process change, rather than the traditional approach of reactive change in response to an emerging situation or disaster.

Conclusion {#s0070}
==========

Defending the blood supply from the threat of transfusion-transmissible infections remains a high priority for transfusion services in Canada and around the world. The residual risk from established pathogens is exceptionally small. The emerging agents of greatest concern in the North American setting are arboviruses and *Babesia*. The 2014 West African Ebola virus epidemic reinforced concerns about environmental change fueling the rapid emergence of pathogens not previously thought to have potential global significance. Pathogen inactivation of blood products may further reduce residual risk from established agents and provide protection from new agents in the medium term; however, the most likely driver for a paradigm shift to the use of pathogen inactivation is to reduce the ever-present risk of bacterial contamination of platelet products. Longer term, the possibility of donor-free cellular products and rapid next generation sequencing could drive down transfusion-transmission rates even further than the impressive safety margins now in place in Canada and other developed countries. Health economic analysis and risk-based decision making will be required to determine if anticipated benefits outweigh the considerable costs of these potential steps.
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[^2]: anti-HIV 1 and 2, antibodies to HIV-1 groups M and O and antibodies to HIV-2; NAT, nucleic acid testing; anti-HBc, total antibodies to hepatitis B core antigen; anti-HCV, antibodies to hepatitis C virus; anti-HTLV I/II, antibodies to human T-lymphotropic virus I and human T-lymphotropic virus type II.

[^3]: Only selected units are tested.

[^4]: Single unit limit of detection; theoretical sensitivity is calculated by multiplying single unit limit of detection by 6.

[^5]: Sourced from [@bb0470].

[^6]: The THERAFLEX UV-platelets system, which uses shortwave UVC light (254 nm) without the addition of a photoactive agent, is under further clinical evaluation and is not in routine use [@bb0680].
